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Some of these podcasts include astronomy along with other science.   

Those devoted specifically to astronomy and space are marked with (A). 

The Jodcast (A)  http://www.jodcast.net/   Latest news, what you can see in the night sky, interviews 
with astronomers.  Presented by astronomers from Jodrell Bank.   

Startalk radio (A) https://www.startalkradio.net/category/startalk-radio/  Astrophysicist Neil de 
Grasse – science,  pop culture and comedy collide. Guest discuss astronomy, physics, and 
everything else about life in the universe.  

Astronomycast (A), the podcast of Universe Today comes in two formats, podcast (c. 30 minutes) : 
http://www.astronomycast.com/      
also a video which includes an informal Q and A, (c. 60 minutes) : 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUHI67dh9jEO2rvK--MdCSg/videos  

Space Junk podcast with Annie Handmer (A). Experts on international cooperation, space law, and 
science in extreme locations, particularly Antarctica and Outer Space.  Australian.  
https://soundcloud.com/annie-handmer 

Another podcast also coincidentally called Space Junk (A)  This one is dedicated to amateur 
astronomy, includes latest information and advice on the tools, gadgets, software and 
techniques for pursuing the hobby. USA. 
https://www.podbean.com/podcast-detail/i29ay-7ac8e/Space-Junk-Podcast 

Infinite Monkey Cage (BBC Radio 4).  Excellent, with a humorous element.  Brian Cox and Robert Ince.  
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00snr0w/episodes/downloads  

Guardian Science Weekly: http://www.theguardian.com/science/series/science  

Nature : http://www.nature.com/nature/podcast/  Nature is one of the foremost scientific journals – 
scientists talking to scientists.   

Quirks and Quarks, CBC Radio http://www.cbc.ca/radio/quirks   

Big Picture Science, the science radio show & podcast of the SETI Institute.  Wide ranging and 
excellent.   http://bigpicturescience.org/ 
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We hope you find it useful, and we welcome comments to 
info@corkastronomyclub.com     
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Ockham’s Razor: Short talks by people with something thoughtful to say about science.  Sometimes very 
dense, may have to listen twice!  Australian. 
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/ockhamsrazor/ 

Inside Science, BBC Radio 4.   Dr Adam Rutherford and guests on current scientifically mysteries and 
controversies http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b036f7w2 

The Curious Cases of Rutherford and Fry,  BBC Radio 4. Science sleuths Dr Adam Rutherford and Dr 
Hannah Fry investigate everyday mysteries sent by listeners. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b07dx75g/episodes/downloads  

In Our Time,  BBC Radio 4.  Covers history and philosophy as well as science.  Large archive, well indexed. 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006qykl 
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